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The Rise of a

Fallen Feather:

The Symbolism

of the Turul Bird

in

Contemporary

Hungary

The powerful reappearance of the Turul bird in

Hungary has become one of the key signifiers of

the new national self-definition of the countryÕs

right and far right. The symbol is rooted in

mystical and romantic historiography, which are

the main tools for constructing the current

national identity and its historical mission in

Europe and the world.

The earliest known representation of the Turul bird on one of the

vessels found among the Treasure of Nagyszentmikl�s. Its origins and

age are still debated, but it probably dates from the Avar Khaganate,

sixth to seventh century CE. 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊAccording to researchers, the cult of the

Turul is based on the totemistic relationship

between the nomadic Hungarian tribes and the

Saker Falcon, a hunting bird of the Central Asian

steppe. The Turul as a symbol is present in two

main narratives from ancient Hungarian legend.

The first is ÒEmeseÕs Dream,Ó in which the

progenitress of the Hungarian people is

impregnated by a Turul and gives birth to the

çrp�d Clan, which ruled Hungary during the

countryÕs golden age, from the tenth to the

thirteen century CE.

1

 The second narrative is

ÒThe Conquest of the MagyarsÓ (ÒHonfoglal�sÓ),

which concerns the territorial legitimation of the

Hungarian state. In this story, Turuls led a group

of wandering tribes into the Carpathian basin,

showing them the land of their future country.

The Symbolic and the Legal

In 2004, the Hungarian parliament passed a

resolution affirming the national symbolic value

of many animal breeds native to Hungary.

2

Although the Saker Falcon isnÕt among the more

than one hundred species traditionally bred by

Hungarians, in 2006 its temporary replacement

on one side of the fifty forint coin by a different

design generated anger on the far right, even

though this depiction didnÕt resemble the
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Above: The fifty forint coin with the regular and the temporary designs commemorating the 125th anniversary of the Hungarian Red Cross.

Below: Mih�ly Munk�csy, Honfoglal�s (Conquest of the Magyars), 1893. Detail of painting. Note the Turul feather in çrp�dÕs helmet.
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 Above: Wall clock in the shape of Greater Hungary with çrp�d stripes. From an online shop. Source:

fegeto.blogspot.com.ÊBelow: The monument commemorating the military and civilian victims of WWII, 2008. Source:

12.kerulet.ittlakunk.hu.
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Above: An image from the blog of one of the spiritual UFO hunters. Source: emf-kryon.blogspot.hu.ÊBelow: The very first

Hungarian balloon, which took off on May 1, 1902, was called Turul.

12

 Source: kepesrepules.
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historic icon of the Turul. ÒTurulÓ was also briefly

considered as a possible name for a new

Hungarian currency introduced in 1926

(authorities ultimately chose the name

ÒpengőÓ).

3

 Ironically, it was an EU-supported

LIFE grant that led to the successful

resettlement of the species in the region

between 2006 and 2010.

4

 In 2013, a bill

introduced into the Hungarian parliament by

seven MPs of the radical right Jobbik party would

have imposed a one-year prison sentence on

anyone caught defacing images of the Turul or

the Miraculous Deer, another important figure in

the Hungarian ethnogenetic myth.

5

 Although the

bill did not pass, if it were reintroduced today, it

might pass easily, as Jobbik itself has presided

over the new parliamentÕs cultural committee

since April 2014.

The symbol of the Hungarian National Socialist Workers Party,

transformed following its prohibition in 1933. Notice the Turul on top.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe story of a memorial depicting a Turul

that was erected in the 12th district of Budapest

in 2008 is symptomatic of the changing

symbolism of the Turul. The board entitled to

decide upon the issue ruled against the

construction of the memorial. In spite of this, the

local mayor, a member of the conservative Fidesz

party, green-lighted the project.

6

 As G�bor

Demszky, a well-known liberal politician, noted,

ÒThe Turul É became the symbol of unauthorized

construction and of official authority that

disregards its own rules.Ó

7

 Thus, the populist

ethos of the Òfreedom fighterÓ was implicitly

introduced. This later became the main

metaphor of Viktor Orb�nÕs ÒrebelliousÓ

relationship to EU norms and standards: in

defense of the new national self, the

authoritarian handling of laws is acceptable.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊFollowing the methodology of the British

anthropologist V. W. Turner, the polysemous

character and multivocality of the Turul symbol

can be analyzed with a triarchic approach,

involving an exegetical, a positional, and an

operational interpretation.

8

 The exegetical

interpretation relates to ritualistic behavior

(totemism, shamanism, paganism). The

positional interpretation relates to the symbolÕs

iconological context (revisionist and nationalist

elements, such as Greater Hungary, çrp�d

stripes, and the arrow cross). The operational

interpretation concerns what is done with the

symbol in public rituals, political rhetoric,

trendsetting fashion, and so on.

The Turul and the Pre- and

Posthistoriographical Fields (Exegetical)

The current interpretations and political

instrumentalizations of the Turul symbol connect

to three main historical perspectives:

prehistorical, historical, and posthistorical. Pre-

and posthistorical perspectives are used by

popular, esoteric-mystical historiography.

Official rhetoric shifts between these and the

main historical argument, namely, that the Turul

symbol was used by the honorable çrp�d

Dynasty. This argument is used to legitimate the

symbol and purify it of the racist and fascist

connotations it gained in the twentieth century.

This contradiction fuels the controversy around

the symbolÕs various usages, ranging from official

to subcultural, from national to extremist.

Tattoo depicting the Turul bird with an arrow cross, the symbol of the

Hungarian Arrow Cross party (1939Ð45), which was affiliated with the

Nazis. In the subculture of the far right, the Turul has became a

popular symbol for use in tattoos, fashion, and household objects.

Source: tattoomary.deviantart.com.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe prehistorical perspective positions

itself in mythical times, before the settlement of

the Hungarians in the ninth century CE. It goes

back hundreds of thousands of years, to the era

of occult religions. The Arvisuras, a pseudo-
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Hungarian Prime Minister Gyula

G�mb�s with a feather in his

cap, which was the fashion at

the time. Source:

rozvanyidavid.fw.hu.

historical literary work describing elements of

the Òt�ltosÓ tradition (the Hungarian shamanic

tradition), provides a framework for the

occultism of some of the far right groups and

subcultures which often cite this narrative as a

source.

9

 Some of these groups identify

themselves as spiritual UFO hunters and claim

that in the year 12788 BCE, the Turul Clan left the

planet Turul in the solar system Sirius B and

landed on earth.

10

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe content of Arvisuras is highly

speculative and controversial. One of the

conspiracy theories around it states that the

mythological prehistory it describes was

manipulated by StalinÕs counter-information

service with the intent of depriving Central

European nations of their true history and

identity by creating a nonhistorical, phantasy-

based ethnogenetic narrative.

11

 This

interpretation clearly integrates anticommunist

elements, which are an important part of the

rhetoric of both the center-right and the far right.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe posthistorical perspective relates to the

period that started with the Trianon Peace Treaty

(1920), when, as an effect of postwar trauma,

historical consciousness began to step out of

reality. In 1919, the Turul Association was formed

from several other Christian-nationalist

comrade-in-arms groups. Starting in 1928, they

held regular, aggressively anti-Semitic

demonstrations, and eventually boasted a

membership of over forty thousand. Gyula

G�mb�s, who was prime minister of Hungary

from 1932 to 1936, was a central figure and

honorary member of the association. He spread

protofascist ideology based on the Szeged Idea,

a notion developed by anticommunists in

Szeged, Hungary in 1919 that blamed a ÒJudeo-

BolshevikÓ conspiracy for HungaryÕs defeat in

WWI.

13

 After WWII, authorities banned the Turul

Association, but Andr�s Sikl�si, an anti-Semitic

poet from Szeged, claims to have recently

reestablished it.

Ideology and Fashion (Positional)

Since 1989, the Turul symbol has gradually

appeared in various popular designs, from T-

shirts and flags to wall clocks, bags, wine, and

cutlery. While the iconology of the designs was

based mostly on the interwar national-romantic

representation of the Turul, starting in 2010, as

its usage spread significantly, a new style

appeared. This style used the visual language of

Kalocsai and Maty�, two folk traditions of the

1920s, an era when many producers and trade

groups, such as the National Federation of
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Above: Falconry in Hungary in 1937 and 2012. Sources: filmhiradokonline.hu and csabaimerleg.hu.ÊBelow: The 2012 ÒRe-button it!Ó fashion show, and one of

the Turul designs offered by a shop called Nagymagyar (Òvery Hungarian,Ó or one who supports Greater Hungary).
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 An irredentist memorial erected

in 1928 on Freedom Square in

Budapest. The Òcountry flagÓ is

held by a Turul (1939). It was

replaced in 1945 by a Soviet Red

Army memorial. Source:

fortepan.hu.

Women Tailors, began mass-producing folk-style

clothing. In 1934, the Committee of the National

Movement for Hungarian Clothing was

established to promote this trend among the

interwar aristocracy.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 2010, the Hungarian government

launched the Gombold �jra! (Re-button it!)

campaign, which called on designers to

integrate, once again, traditional Hungarian folk

elements into contemporary fashion.

14

At the

same time, the number of online stores offering

items with explicitly nationalist designs

increased significantly.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIt is worth mentioning that the Maty� folk

tradition, which these designs are based on, was

added to the UNESCO list of representative

cultural traditions in December 2012, on the

initiative of Hungary.

15

 Coincidentally, during the

same UNESCO session, falconry Ð a sport and

hunting method that is deeply rooted in

Hungarian history Ð was also added to the list.

Public Rituals in Culture and Subculture

(Operational)

The symbol of the Turul has been used in various

ways throughout history, mostly in a military

context; even now it is used in the logos of three

major HungarianÊinstitutions: the Military

National Security Service, the Hungarian Army,

and the Constitution Protection Office, as well as

in a number of official seals of Hungarian

settlements. But following the Trianon Peace

Treaty, its meaning underwent a significant

transformation: it became the general symbol of

ÊÒnational resurrection.Ó The Treaty resulted in

the loss of about two-thirds of HungaryÕs former

territories and population. This was experienced

as a sociohistorical trauma, and led to an

explosion in revisionist politics during the

interwar period. Thus, the Turul was gradually

transformed into the symbol of the effort to

reconquer these lost territories, which ultimately

drove Hungary into the catastrophe of WWII.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊDue to its fascist-revisionist references, the

Turul was tacitly banned from Communist

iconography, only to reappear in the public realm

after 1989, mostly in popular culture. In the last

decade, many new monuments depicting the

Turul have been installed, especially since 2010,

as a result of the official memory politics

imposed by the Fidesz party. There are now more

than 257 Turul monuments and statues across

Hungary and in neighboring countries, some of

which were erected even before WWI and the

interwar period.

16

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIn 2012, a ten-meter high Turul monument
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Above: Assembly of the Arrow Cross Party circa 1938, and a reconstruction of a Roman standard. Sources: origo.hu and

romanofficer.com.ÊBelow: Press conference following the elections of April 7, 2014. Source: kormany.hu.
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was erected in îpusztaszer National Heritage

Park. Its unveiling was presided over by

HungaryÕs current prime minister, Viktor Orb�n,

who started his inaugural speech by saying: ÒThe

Turul is an archetype of the Hungarian people.

We are born into it just as we are born into our

language and our history. The archetype belongs

to our blood and motherland.Ó

Unveiling of the Turul monument in îpusztaszer, 2012. Source:

www.pupublogja.hu.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊSince then, the measures taken by the

Hungarian government, especially in the field of

art and culture, have clearly followed the

ideology of Òblood and motherland.Ó After the

elections of April 2014, in which Fidesz

unexpectedly achieved a majority again, a press

conference was held. On the stage at the press

conference, a small but significant new element

had been introduced in the background: the

finials on the tops of the national flags were

changed from the classical spear to the

ÒarchetypeÓ itself.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊThe symbolism of birds of prey goes back to

ancient Egypt. Their usage was transmitted to

modern times through Imperial Rome, where

they were used as finials on the military

standards carried by the Roman legions. The

symbol has been widely used in heraldic

iconography from the Byzantine Empire to the

Third Reich. One can only hope that the new Turul

finials on the Hungarian flag are intended to refer

to the aquilas of the Roman standards rather

than to the Turul's usage during the darkest

period of HungaryÕs past.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ×

This text is based on a lecture given within the framework of

the exhibition Like a Bird: Avian Ecologies in Contemporary

Art, curated by Maja and Reuben Fowkes (Traf� Gallery,

Budapest, December 2013ÐJanuary 2014).

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
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Szabolcs KissP�l (1967) is an artist based in

Budapest, Hungary who works in various media, from

photography to video, from installation to objects and

public interventions. His main field of interest is the

intersection between new media, visual arts, and

social issues. He currently teaches at the University of

Fine Arts Budapest, Hungary, and he is a studio leader

at the Academy of Fine Arts and Design in Bratislava,

Slovakia. His works have been presented at, among

other places, the Venice Biennale, ISCP New York,

Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam, and the Seoul

International Media Art Biennale, and they can be

found in the collections of the Ludwig Museum for

Contemporary Art Budapest, the National Museum for

Contemporary Art Bucharest, the Muzeum

Wsp�łczesne Wrocław, and the Kaddist Art Foundation

Paris. Since 2012 he has been developing a

collaborative activist practice by starting up and

maintaining the NO MMA multilingual blog about

Hungarian culture and politics.ÊHe is one of the

founders of the protest group called Free Artist.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ1

ÒEmeseÕs DreamÓ is one of the

earliest known tales from

Hungarian history. The legend

can be tentatively dated to

around 860Ð870 CE, and with

certainty to between 820 and

997 CE (between the birth of

çlmos and the mass acceptance

of Christianity).

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ2

Parliamentary resolution

32/2004. (IV. 19.): ÒProtected,

native, and ancient Hungarian

animal species have their roles

in education, the arts, and the

preservation of our national

identity. They represent an

aesthetic value and their

genome has

economicÊsignificance É We

consider the animal species

listed in the attached document

to be native and at the same

time Ð in their names and

appearance Ð symbols of

Hungary.Ó

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ3

See (in

Hungarian)Êhttps://www.mozaw

eb.hu/Lecke-Tortenelem-Torte

nelem_8-A_rendszer_megszilar

dulasa-102043

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ4

See

http://www.sakerlife.mme.hu/

en/content/show?dattype=life 

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ5

Parliamentary modifying bill nr.

2013/ T/10273. Jobbik promotes

an openly anti-Roma and anti-

Semitic ideology and is currently

the third largest party in the

National Assembly.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ6

See

http://hungarianspectrum.wor

dpress.com/2008/07/27/th

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ7

See (in

Hungarian)Êhttp://magyarnara

ncs.hu/publicisztika/a-turul -

mutatta-az-utat-88440

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ8

See

http://www.indiana.edu/~want

hro/turner.htm

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ9

ÒArvisurasÓ means

Òtruthfulness.Ó The story is

based on an oral myth

transcribed by a simple steel

worker, Zolt�n Pa�l, in the 1950s

and Õ60s. According to legend,

while Pa�l was in captivity

during WWII, he was initiated by

a Soviet partisan-shaman into a

secret tradition. Following the

war, Pa�l spent his years

transcribing the myth, resulting

in a literary work of more than

ten thousand pages

entitledÊSealed With Blood. The

work was partially published in

1972 and almost entirely

published in 1998.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ10

See (in Hungarian)

http://www.kincseslada.hu/ma

gyarsag/content.php?article.

154

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ11

See (in Hungarian)

http://arvisura.balladium.hu /

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ12

See

http://www.aiaa.org/Secondar

y.aspx?id=356

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ13

Gyula G�mb�s is still an

honorary citizen of Szeged. Local

Fidesz and Jobbik MPs blocked

the withdrawal of his honorary

citizenship in 2011. The archive

of the Turul Association was

almost entirely lost during the

siege of Budapest in 1944, but

an interesting fact remains:

starting in the mid-1930s,

communist students with

subversive intentions enrolled in

the group, which led to a schism

in 1943.

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ14

See (in Hungarian)

http://www.fashiontime.hu/hi

rek/20120103_gombold_ujra_2_

0/

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ15

See

http://www.unesco.org/cultur

e/ich/index.php?lg=en&pg=00011

&RL=00732 and

http://www.unesco.org/cultur

e/ich/RL/00633

ÊÊÊÊÊÊ16

For a map showing the Turul

monuments throughout the

territory of prewar Greater

Hungary, see

http://turul.info/#terkep

ÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ
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